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Han folk dance, 46, 65, 75, 76, 81; BDS/BDA curriculum and, 190, 191, 194, 281n18; Beijing Dance School and, 103; Central Song and Dance Ensemble focus on, 94; doll-like masks used in, 86; fans used in, 148; national dance drama and, 98, 103, 112; New Yangge and, 137
Hang, Krista Van Fleit, 104
Hansen, Valerie, 177
Han Shichang, 68, 103
Han styles, 2, 10
Han-Tang style, 2, 184, 198, 202
Han Wudi, Emperor, 198, 199
Harbin, city of, 67, 194; ballet as symbol of bourgeois culture, 132; Japanese occupation of, 24; White Russian émigrés in, 123, 124
Han styles, 2, 10
Han-Tang style, 2, 184, 198, 202
Han Wudi, Emperor, 198, 199
Hari, city of, 67, 194; ballet as symbol of bourgeois culture, 132; Japanese occupation of, 24; White Russian émigrés in, 123, 124
harvest celebrations, dance at, 193
"Harvest Dance" (Fengshou le), 85, 86
Hebei Province, 37, 48, 75, 76, 80
He Feiguang, 62
Heilongjiang Province, 86, 194
Henan Province, 25, 86, 256n35
He Yanyun, 178, 183
Hiawatha pageant (1932), 18
"historical dance drama" (lishi wuju), 201
"Holiday Cheer" (Jieri de huanle), 72
holiday festivals/processions, 2, 4
Hong Kong, 17, 20, 175, 204, 207
"Hope" [Xiwang] (Wu Xiaobang), 45
"Hourglass Drum Dance" (Changgu wu), 11, 275n33
Hou Yi and Chang’e (Houyi yu Chang’e), 141, 142
Hou Yongkui, 75, 103
Huai opera, 95
Huang Boshou, 99, 154
Huazi wudao (dance of the Hua people), 2
Hu Guogang, 154, 161, 262n126
Hui ethnic minority, 61
Huizhou (Anhui), 30
Humans Must Overcome Heaven (Ren ding sheng tian), 128
Hunan flower drum theater (huaguxi), 95
Hunan Province, 105
Hunan Provincial Folk Song and Dance Ensemble, 149
Hundred Phoenixes Face the Sun [Bai feng chao yang] (dance film, 1959), 86, 87, 107, 141, 142
Hung, Chang-tai, 31, 63–64
Hu Rongrong, 124–26, 125, 134, 267n128
Hu Sha, 48, 49, 58, 60, 79
Hu Xinling, 267n28
Hu Yan, 204
Lady of the Sea (Yu meiren), 130, 132, 135, 136, 153; as blend of dance forms, 128, 183; Chen Alian in, 128, 129, 141; foreign influence and, 137

Lan Hang, 71, 252n133

Lanlan Kuang, 176

“large character posters” (dazi bao), 119, 152

large-scale dance dramas, 51, 54, 83, 105; CODDT and, 145; Great Leap Forward and, 104; “large-scale music and dance historical epic,” 94, 147; minority-themed works, 151; as precedent for evening-length productions, 93; regional ensembles and, 149; revival of Chinese dance after Cultural Revolution and, 164; as socialist legacy, 196; Tang dynasty as setting for, 180. See also national dance drama

Latin America, Chinese dancers in, 103, 140

“Laundry Song” (Xi yi ge), 143, 144

Laurence (Soviet ballet), 131

Leibold, James, 36, 242n142

Leshevich, Tamara, 253n162

Lhasa, city of, 160, 192

Li, Jie, 213

Liang Lun, 8, 42–43, 44, 45; ballet studied by, 126; China in international dance culture and, 84; as codirector of Braving Wind and Waves, 51–53; Frontier Dance and, 45, 134; in Hong Kong, 245n192; persecuted during Cultural Revolution, 120; rehabilitated after Cultural Revolution, 161; WFYS dance competitions and, 90

Liaoning Opera Theater, 149

Liaoning Province, 160

Li Bai, 209

Li Bihua (a.k.a. Lillian Lee), 206

Li Chenglian, 75

Li Chengxiang, 128, 153, 254n170

“Life of Buddha” (Mask Theatre), 19

Li Jinhong, 99, 103

Li Jinhui, 23

“Lion Dance” (Shi wu), 80

Li people, 54, 65, 106–7, 112, 162

Li Qingzhao, 128, 153, 254n170

Li Shaochun, 99, 138

“Lion Dance” (Shi wu), 80

Li people, 54, 65, 106–7, 112, 162

Li Qingzhao, 128

Li Shaochun, 99, 138

Literary Gazette (Wenyi bao), 59, 69, 99

literature, 7, 23, 71, 207

Liu Chi, 80

Liu Fuyang, 198

Liu Hai Plays with the Golden Frog, 259n80

Liu Hanlun, See Liang Lun

Liu Hanxing, See Liang Lun

Liu Hulan, 137

Liu Hulan (1948), 26, 128

Liu Min, 284n84

Liu Qingtang, 153–54

Liu Shaoxiong, 179–80, 183

Liu, Xiaoyuan, 36–37

Liu Yan, 203, 204, 205

Li Zhengkang, 254n170

Li Zhengyi, 138–39, 161, 252n133, 253n166, 254n173

Li Zhonglin, 99

Long Live the People’s Victory (Renmin shengli wansui), 47, 48–49, 49, 246n1; lotus dance form and, 79; minority groups represented on stage, 61; as national dance pageant, 93–94; revolutionary dance culture and, 83

“Long Silk Dance” (Changchou wu), 103

Long Yinfeng, 101, 107, 152

Longzhong cultural region, 79

“Lotus Dance” [Hehua wu] (Dai Ailian), 78–80, 79, 87; on international tour, 82, 85, 275n33; as short-form choreography, 93, 118; Zhao Qing in, 103

“lotus lamp” (hehua deng/lianhua deng), 79

“Love for Three Oranges, The” (Prokofiev), 21

Lumumba, Patrice, 149

“Luoluo Love Song” [Luoluo qingge] (Dai Ailian), 34

Luo Xiongyan, 254n170

Lu Wenjian, 75

Lu Xun, 204, 284n68

Lu Xun Art School (Shenyang), 45

Magic Lotus Lantern (Bao liandeng), 83, 98, 99–100, 104, 107, 108; Butterfly Loves Flower compared to, 163–64; made into color film, 105; National Day celebrations and, 118; revival after Cultural Revolution, 162; socialist legacy of, 199; story and characters, 100–102; strong female protagonist in, 106; as Tang dynasty legend, 183; xiqu aesthetics and, 99–103, 113, 141–42, 146; Zhao Qing in, 100, 101, 102–3, 116, 124

Mahamatimin, Dilaram, 187

“mainstream dance drama” (zhuliu wuju), 202

makeup, 54
Malaysia, 21, 42
Mamat, Gulmira (a.k.a. Gulimina), 186–89, 187
Manchu ethnic minority, 61
Manchukuo, 67
Manchuria, 36
Mandarin language, 17, 22, 34, 169, 235n7
Maoism, 116, 126, 137, 157, 158, 213–14
Mao Xiang, 89, 167, 168
Mao Zedong, 6, 24, 28, 136; Cultural Revolution and, 119–20; death of, 159; early writings on revolutionary art, 140; images of Mao in dance productions, 56; on influence of Western culture, 32; “learning from life” method and, 52; at National Day celebration (1955), 78; on “national forms,” 24–25, 39, 47, 51; “On New Democracy” essay, 25; on “remolding,” 24, 25–26, 47; socialist cultural policies, 31; “Talks at the Yan’an Forum on Literature and Art,” 25–26, 81, 130
“March” (Dai Ailian), 21
Mariinsky (later, Kirov) ballet ensemble, 91
Maritime Silk Road [Bihai silu] (Chen Weiya, 2008), 189, 196–202
“Marriage” (Jiehun), 72, 254n168
martial arts, 101, 114, 144, 148, 195
Ma Sicong, 33
Mask Theatre (London), 18–19
“massification” principle (qunzhonghua), 136, 139
Matsuyama Ballet (Japan), 140
Ma Xianglin, 75, 79–80, 99, 103
May Fourth Movement, 25, 30, 31, 32, 212
Mei Lanfang, 7, 8, 10, 23, 47, 66; Chinese classical dance and, 202; Choe Seung-hui and, 67–68, 71; operatic experiments of, 24
Miao (Hmong) ethnic minority, dance of, 33, 61, 65, 148, 162, 197
Middle Eastern dance, 92
Military dance (junlü wudao), 47, 94, 104, 122, 262n126; in East Is Red, 147, 148; in Red Detachment of Women, 146
Miller, Terry, 169
Ming Wenjun, 193
Ming Zhi, 54
Min opera, 95
Ming Xian, 89, 167, 168
Mao Zedong, 61, 64–65, 72, 81, 148, 273n7; acrobatic elements of, 128; Beijing Dance School and, 76, 253n167; Central Nationalities Song and Dance Ensemble focus on, 94, 95; Cultural Revolution and, 120; in international dance tours, 85; national dance drama and, 98, 104; socialist dance legacy and, 186–90, 187, 189; on tour to United States, 163. See also specific ethnic minorities
Modegema, 148, 163
“model works” (yangban xi), 122
modern dance, Western, 3, 7, 32, 72, 232n4; choreography borrowed from, 30; Cold War dance exchange and, 89; Dai Ailian and, 16; in England, 18; movement conventions and techniques of, 55; Nijinsky and, 211; racist hierarchies embedded in, 47; WFYS dance competitions and, 91
modernism, 23
modernity, 16, 185, 193; “universality” of colonial modernity, 141, 270n88; wartime culture and competing visions of, 23–32
Moiseyev, Igor, 91, 253n167
Mongol dance, 2, 64, 65, 88, 148, 162, 254n170; BDS/BDA curriculum and, 190, 191, 196, 281n18; “Goose Dance,” 164; “Ordos,” 72; “Ordos Dance,” 86, 164; “Oroqen Dance,” 164
Mongol ethnic minority, 40, 46, 61
Mongolia, country of, 196
“Moon Moon,” 64
Mount Bi National Education Academy, 34
Muqam orchestra, 62
music, 5, 45, 64, 71; bel canto singing style (meisheng changfa), 136, 140; Central Asian instruments, 63, 86; Chinese- and Western-style ensembles, 136; Chinese village music, 14; choral singing, 144; by European composers, 28, 124; Guanxi folk instruments, 199; pipa (lute-like instrument), 177, 178–79; for “Red Silk Dance,” 72; revolutionary songs, 53–54; suona (Chinese clarinet), 14, 72, 192; Tibetan instruments, 86; Western instruments and harmony, 54. See also drums/drumming
“Mute Carries the Cripple, The” [Yazi bei feng], 12–13, 13, 14, 32, 34, 244n172; in Frontier Folk Dance Introduction Plenary, 34, 45; Guilin
performance (dir. Hong Shen), 33, 241n122; as Han choreography, 38; as short-form choreography, 93

Nanjing, city of, 67, 160; Japanese occupation of, 24; as KMT capital, 37; New Dance in, 30
National Ballet of Cuba, 140
National Center for the Performing Arts [NCPA] (Guojia dajuyuan), 175, 188, 197
National Congress of Literature and Art Workers, Second (1953), 126
“national consciousness” (minzu yishi), 31
national dance drama (minzu wuju), 81, 92–103, 122, 141, 151, 273n17; China represented to foreign audiences, 118; in the Great Leap Forward, 104–17, 109, 113, 115; in post-Mao era, 184–85; staged by foreign companies, 118. See also large-scale dance dramas
National Day celebrations, 61, 78, 152, 162; Flowers and Rain on the Silk Road at, 175; “Lotus Dance” at, 78–80, 79, 81; national dance dramas at, 118; New Yangge performance at, 27; rehabilitations at end of Cultural Revolution and, 160, 161
national festivals, 74, 164, 184, 277n75
national form (minzu xingshi), 6, 25, 31, 39, 47; creation of Chinese dance and, 40; debates over form and content, 60; socialist dance legacy and, 191
Nationalist Party (KMT), 52, 106, 238n61; Chongqing as wartime capital, 9, 33; “frontier” in discourse of, 36; move to Taiwan (1949), 37; Nationalist-occupied areas in wartime, 4, 23; represented in national dance dramas, 106, 108, 109, 111; united front with CCP in wartime, 36–37. See also China, Republic of
“nationality cultural work troupes” (minzu wengongtuan), 61
“nationalization” principle (minzuhua), 136, 139
National Opera School, 34
“national shared forms” (minzu gongtong xingshi), 44
“natural law” (ziran faze), 31
“new Chinese dance” (xin Zhongguo wudao), 44
New Dance (xinxing wuyong), 28, 30, 44, 47; dance drama and, 94; national dance drama and, 104; “natural law” (ziran faze) concept, 31
New Fourth Army’s New Peace (Xin’an lutixingtu) Traveling Ensemble, 71
New Siberia Song and Dance Theater, 118
New Yangge (xin yangge), 24, 25, 26–28, 31, 38, 45; ballet and, 128; Beijing Dance School and, 76; Beijing Congress and, 45; Chen Jinqing and, 68, 69; Frontier Dance merged with, 47; international festivals and, 46; Long Live the People’s Victory and, 93; malaise in urban areas toward, 63–64; in National Day Parade, 27; “national forms” modeled in, 39; overseas Sinophone communities and, 42; Peace Dove and, 55; revolutionary heroines in, 101, 137–38; view of Western culture, 32; The White-Haired Girl, 94; xiqu dance blended with, 73. See also yangge dance
New Year, Chinese, 24
Niangx Ebi Sangb (Miao dance), 197
nightclub culture, 159
Nijinsky, Vaslav, 211, 212
Nimura, Yeichi, 20
Ning Qiang, 175–76
nongak drum, 45
Northeast Lu Xun Academy (Dongbei Lu Xun yishu xueyuan), 68–69
Northwest Art Academy (Xibei yishu xueyuan), 64
“Nostalgia” [Si xiang qu] (Dai Ailian), 33, 244n172
Notre-Dame de Paris (Bali shengmuyuan), 131
Nutcracker, The (ballet), 134
Ode to Confucius (1987), 284n67
Ode to Wind and Thunder (Feng lei song), 149
Ode to Yimeng (Yimen song), 121, 150, 183, 272n130
One Belt, One Road (Yi dai yi lu), 200, 201
“One New Dance Art” (Chen Jinqing), 69
“On New Democracy” (Mao Zedong), 25
Opera, 45, 54, 94, 202; Cantonese, 54; local dialect operas, 86; regional xiqu forms, 95; Shaoshing (Yueju), 99; Tibetan, 35. See also Gui opera; Kunqu; Peking opera
oral histories, 38, 43
“orchid finger” (lanhua zhi) position, 95–96, 96
“Ordos” (E’erduosi), 72
“Oriental Dance” (E’erduosi wu), 86, 88, 93, 103, 164
“Oriental classical dances,” 91
Oriental Dance, 122, 128, 268n37, 273n7
Oriental Dance Research Institute (Dongfang wudao yanjusuo), 68
“oriental dances,” by white performers, 20
orientalism, 16
Oriental Song and Dance Ensemble (Dongfang gewutuan), 77, 149, 160, 201
"Oroqen Dance" (Elunchun wu), 164
Ou Jian-ping, 133
Oumijiacan, 89, 148
Ouyang Yuqian, 33, 51, 55, 58, 59

pageants, 93–94
Pannasa Jataka [Panyasa Chadok] (fifty Jataka tales), 168
Pan Zhitao, 193, 284n84
"Parasol Dance" (Huasan wu), 85, 86, 256n35
Paris-Prague World Peace Congress (1949), 46
Parkes, Ross, 280n142
"Pasture Horse" [Muma wu] (Jia Zuoguang), 46, 85–86
Path of Thunder, The (Soviet ballet), 143
patriarchy, 111
Pavlova, Anna, 20, 124
Peace Dove [Heping ge] (Ouyang Yuqian), 65, 71, 95, 132, 247n136, 248n49; costumes and set design, 55–56; critical responses to, 56, 58–61, 69; Dai Ailian in, 51, 54, 56; debates in PRC about ballet and, 58–59, 60, 64, 126, 130; debut in theaters, 61; as experimental long-form dance drama, 93; failure of, 57, 77; music in, 55, 60, 248n42; revolutionary dance culture and, 83

Peacock, The (2013), 166
"Peacock Dance" [Kongque wu] (Jin Ming), 85, 87, 89, 275n33, 277n69; body positions in, 173; as short-form choreography, 93; Zhao Shutun epic and, 171
peacock dances, 167–69, 168, 170
"Peacock Duet" [Shuangren kongque wu] (Mao Xiang), 89, 167, 277n69
Peacock Princess, The (Kongque gongzhu), 158, 172, 276n52
peasants, 31, 137; anti-imperialism and, 199–200; as foundation of "people's democratic dictatorship," 49; heroism of, 30; Korean peasant dance, 45; recruited into PRC universities, 248n59; "remodeling" of intellectuals and, 26; represented by dancers, 61; yangge dance and, 27
Peking opera, 2, 47, 66, 99, 163; Beijing Dance School and, 75; Chinese classical dance and, 69; Fuliangcheng school, 30; "martial maiden" character type, 117; military dance and, 146; national identity and, 7; percussion used in, 54; silk dance and, 73; xiqu performance and, 68, 72, 103

Peng Song, 34, 43, 45; Anhu Huagudeng Curriculum and, 190; Beijing Dance School and, 75, 254n168; minority dance and, 61; on Peace Dove performances, 58
Peony Pavilion (Kunqu drama), 76
“People Closest to the Sun, The” [Li taiyang zui jin de ren] (Tsering Tashi and Guo Lei), 192
People's Communes Are Good (Renmin gongshe hao), 149
People's Daily, 57, 69, 97, 134, 256n29; Beijing Dance School criticized in, 127; Cultural Revolution and, 152; dance critics, 124; Great Leap Forward cultural policy and, 105
People's Liberation Army (PLA), 45, 47; All-Military Performance Festival, 105, 142–43; August First Film Studio, 105; General Political Department Song and Dance Ensemble, 88, 143; victory on Hainan Island (1950), 51, 52
Persian dance, 177, 179
“Phoenix Picking Piones” (Feng cai mudan), 192
Piao Guangshu, 254n170
Piao Rongyuan, 75
Piao Yonghu, 262n126
"Picking Flowers” [Cai hua] (Ma Xianglin), 76, 254n173
"Picking Tea and Catching Butterflies” (Caicha pudie), 80, 81, 93, 103, 134
piliwu (Chinese form of hip-hop), 185
ping zhuang (dance movement), 148
PLA Art Academy (Beijing), 208, 284n84
“Plate Dance” [Panzi wu] (Qemberxanim), 63, 65, 64, 88, 93, 188
Poppy Flowers [Yingsu hua] (Wu Xiaobang), 30, 93, 94
port de bras [arm lines] (balletic move), 55, 56
Portrait of Four Beauties [Si mei tu] (film, 1948), 267n28
“Prince of Lanling” (Lanling wang), 196
Princess Wencheng (Wencheng gongzhu, 1980), 184, 283n67
“Problem of Making Dance Chinese, The” (Liang Lun), 43

Qambarkhan. See Qemberxanim
Qasim, Aytila (Ayitula), 148, 162, 163
Qemberxanim, 8, 10, 43, 44, 67, 234n19; ballet studied by, 126; Beijing Dance School and, 75; Gulmira and socialist dance legacy of,
186–88; Khanum as teacher of, 281n7; as likely inspiration for Dai’s Uyghur dance, 40; “Muxigulati” dance, 281n9; Northwest Art Academy and, 64, 65; on Northwest Nationality Cultural Work Troupe tour, 62, 62; persecuted during Cultural Revolution, 120; “Plate Dance,” 63, 63, 64, 188; rehabilitated after Cultural Revolution, 161; transnational experience of, 50; Uyghur dance styles promoted by, 88; in Xinjiang Youth Ensemble tour, 40, 41
Qiang ethnic minority, 34, 35
Qing (Manchu) dynasty, 7, 8, 23; concept of frontier and, 36; costumes based on, 212; represented in national dance dramas, 112, 115, 263n139
Qi Rushan, 7, 8, 66
Qiu Jun (1981), 283n67
race, 19, 36; colonial hierarchies of, 16; intersectional understandings of, 83, 106; mixed-race people, 17, 18; racial difference represented, 115, 115; racial impersonation in Chinese theater and dance, 143; “universality” of colonial modernity and, 141, 270n88
racism, 16, 18, 19, 47
Rahman, Indrani, 91, 258n58
Rainbow (Caihong), 163, 164
Rambert, Marie, 18
Ram Gopal (Indian dance company), 19
Rather Die Than Submit (Ning si bu qu), 128
realism, 8, 52, 80, 98, 105. See also storytelling
“Reba on the Grassland” ["Yipa on the Steppe”]
(Caoyuan shang de Reba), 86, 87, 88, 89, 93
Rectification Campaign (1951–52), 126
Red Detachment of Women (Hongse niangzi jun), 121, 122, 131, 147, 151; dance tour to United States and, 163; film version, 146; as “model ballet” during Cultural Revolution, 153–54; pointe technique in, 150; story portrayed by, 145
Red Legacies in China (Li and Zhang, eds.), 213
Red Poppies [Soviet ballet, 1927], 140
“Red Silk Dance” [Hongchou] (Changchun Cultural Work Troupe), 72–73, 73, 76, 79, 275n33; as representative northeast dance, 86; as short-form choreography, 93; at World Youth Festival, 80, 81, 85
Red Sister-in-Law (Hong sao), 150
Red Star over China (Snow), 38
Reformed Peasant Slaves Face the Sun (Fanshen nongnu xiang taiyang), 149
Remain in Combat Readiness (Yanzhenyidai), 149
“remolding” (gaizao), 6, 25–26, 31, 47, 191
“reverse kick golden crown” (daoti zijinguan), 205, 205
“revolutionization” principle (geminghua), 136, 139
Rite of Spring [Chun zhi ji] (Zhang Yunfeng, 2014), 211–12
Rossi, Giovanni Vittorio, 67
Rouge (Li Bhua novella, 1986), 206–7
“Rouge” [Yanzhi kou] (Zhang Yunfeng), 203, 204–8, 204, 205
Ruan Lingyu, 206
Rumiantseva, Valentina, 253n162
“Running Donkey” (Pao li), 80
“Russian Folk Group Dance,” 64
Russian Revolution (1917), 24, 102, 123
“Ruth the Gleaner” (Dai Ailian), 239n67, 244n172
Ruyi Dance (Yu Rongling), 7, 8
Sacre du Printemps, Le [Rite of Spring] (Nijinsky ballet, 1913), 197, 211, 212
Sacrifice to Red Plum (1992), 284n67
Sai Shōki. See Choe Seung-hui
“Sale” (Mai), 46
Scent of Mulan (1984), 284n67
“self as subject” aesthetic practice, 158
“Sending Him to the Front Lines” (Wu Xiaobang), 30
Serebrennikov, Nikolai Nikolaevich, 253n162
sexuality, 32, 111, 116
Shaanxi Province, 48, 76, 79
Shandong Province, 160
Shanghai, city of, 8, 10, 67, 76; ballet as symbol of bourgeois culture, 132; China-France Theater School, 30; dance halls and modernity in, 23–24; Japanese occupation of, 24; spoken drama theater in, 124; “thigh dancing” in, 59; White Russian émigrés in, 123, 124–25
Shanghai Dagger Society revolt (1853), 114
Shanghai Dance School (Shanghai wudao xuexiao), 121, 124, 131, 139, 150, 160, 274n12
Shanghai Experimental Opera Theater [SEOT] (Shanghai shiyan gejuyuan), 104, 113, 134, 141, 261n109, 264n143
Shanghai Opera Theater, 162
Shankar, Uday, 20, 237n40
Shanxi Province, 160
Shao Weiqiu, 1, 2, 3, 195
Shaoxing opera (Yueju), 99
Shay, Anthony, 90
Shen Congwen, 284n68
Sheng Jie, 33, 42, 161; Anhu Huagudeng Curriculum and, 190; Beijing Dance School and, 75; at Beiping Congress, 45; exposure to ballet in youth, 124
Shenyang, city of, 45, 67
Shenyang Army Cultural Work Troupe (Shenyang budui wegongtuan), 144
Shenyang Military Political Department Song and Dance Ensemble, 162
“Shepard Flute” [Mu di] (Li Chenglian), 76
Shi Mingxin, 54
Shu Qiao, 107, 114, 141, 252n133, 264n143; as celebrated and prolific choreographer, 265n162; in Dagger Society, 113, 114, 118–17, 119
Sichuan opera, 95
Sichuan Province, 76, 150, 160
Silk Road, 175, 176–77, 178
Silk Road, maritime, 198, 199
Singapore, 42
Sinophone communities, 3, 166
Sino-Soviet relations, 98, 133, 134, 140
Siqintariha, 88, 164, 252n133
Sleeping Beauty (ballet), 124, 134
Snow, Edgar, 38
socialist culture, 5, 6, 12; bodily culture and, 26; first generation of dancers cultivated in, 83; higher standard aimed at, 49; internal division and, 133; international images of, 85; “national forms” debates and, 126; pre–Cultural Revolution dance culture reasserted, 157; Western cultural forms and, 140
socialist realism, 80, 98
Sokolova, Lydia, 18, 239n67
Sokolsky, N., 124–25, 134
soldiers: recruited into PRC universities, 248n59; represented by dancers, 61
Song of Everlasting Regret (1988), 284n67
Song Qingling (Soong Ching-ling), 22, 238n49; dance drama creation in, 99; dance styles promoted by, 91; defection of ballet dancers from, 140; as head of “Socialist Camp,” 133; “learn from the Soviet Union” state mandate, 127; sponsorship of WFYS competitions, 90, 91. See also ballet
So You Think You Can Dance—China (TV dance show), 186, 187, 198
“Spanish” dance style, 7, 103
Spanish Daughter (Xibanya niü’er), 131, 268n53
special effects, 198, 199
“Spinning Wool Dance,” 64
“Spirit of the Peacock” (Que zhi ling, 1986), 158, 164–74, 165, 166, 275n45
spirits, communication with, 3
Splitting the Mountain to Save Mother (Pi shan jiu mu), 99
spoken drama, 30, 45, 59, 76, 124, 244n122; Braving Wind and Waves and, 52, 54; CAD cultural work troupe, 50; Dagger Society and, 114
“Spouses” [Laoban] (Xin Miaomiao), 192–93
“Spring, River, and Flowers on a Moonlit Night,” 141, 142, 275n33
Spring Festival, 79
“Spring Outing” (Chun you), 244n172
“square dancing” (guangchang wu), 4
Sri Lanka, maritime Silk Road and, 198, 200, 201
Stalin, Joseph, 56
State Academic Ensemble of Folk Dances of the Peoples of the USSR, 91
Stealing Immortal Herbs (Dao xiancao), 99
Stockholm Appeal, 51
“Story of the Red Flag, The” (Hongqi de gushi), 108
storytelling, 45, 54, 60, 202, 247n21. See also realism striptease, 59
Su Dongpo, 209
Sun Daizhang, 163
Sun Rises in the East [Xuri dongsheng] (film, 1964), 143, 143
Sun Tianlu, 259n80
Sun Xiaozhuan, 198
Sun Ying, 184
suona (Chinese clarinet), 72, 114, 192
“Suthon Chadok” ["Prince Suthon and Princess Manora"] (Thai story), 168–69
Su Xia, 60
Swan Lake (classic Russian ballet), 55, 98, 122, 253n167; Bai Shuxiang in, 146; staged by Beijing Dance School, 127, 134–35
sword dance, 69, 195
"Sword Dance" (Jian wu), 113
Sylphides, Les (ballet), 239n67, 244n172
tabu (dance movement), 148
Tai Ai-lien. See Dai Ailian
Tai chi (taijiquan), 195
Taiping drum, 69
Taiwan, 37
Taiwanese, aboriginal (non-Han), 61
Tajik dance, 186, 187, 253n167
Takada Seiko (Hara Seiko), 240n93, 240n97
"Talks at the Yan’an Forum on Literature and Art" (Mao Zedong), 25–26, 81, 130
Tang dynasty, 7, 40, 141, 158, 163, 179; Asian dance styles and legacy of, 180; interest in dance of, 182; paintings of, 210; poetry of, 204, 209; post-Mao national dance dramas set in, 184; Silk Road and, 176, 177, 180; Xinjiang region dance, 281n9
Tang Mancheng, 254n172
Tang Xuanzong, Emperor, 209
Tang Xuanzong and Yang Guifei (1988), 284n67
TAO Dance Theater (Tao shenti juchang), 197–98
Tao Xingzhi, 38
tap dance, 32
"Tap Dance" (Tita wu), 35
Tashkent, city of, 8, 40, 50, 126
Tatar ethnic minority, 88
taxi dancers, 23
Teaching Method for Chinese Classical Dance (Beijing Dance School), 76–77
temple festivals/processions, 2, 4
Thai dance dramas, 168–69
Thailand, 42, 167
"thigh dancing" (datui wu), 59
"Third Day of the Month" (San yue san), 107
Third World, 140
"three transformations" (san hua), 136, 139, 146, 151
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Revolutionary Bodies is the first English-language primary source–based history of concert dance in the People’s Republic of China. Combining over a decade of ethno-graphic and archival research, Emily Wilcox analyzes major dance works by Chinese choreographers staged over an eighty-year period from 1935 to 2015. Using previously unexamined film footage, photographic documentation, performance programs, and other historical and contemporary sources, Wilcox challenges the commonly accepted view that Soviet-inspired revolutionary ballets are the primary legacy of the socialist era in China’s dance field. The digital edition of this title includes nineteen embedded videos of selected dance works discussed by the author.

“This excellent book is based on abundant archival materials and Emily Wilcox’s practiced knowledge of dance. Its dramatic biographical data, clear conceptual design, and close readings of choreographic works make for engaging reading and engaged scholarship. An important contribution.” REBECCA KARL, Professor of History, New York University

“Tracing the rise of Chinese dance in the turbulent times of twentieth-century China, Wilcox has offered a brilliant account of the mutation of diverse dance forms. A productive blend of choreography, ethnography, performance, and cultural studies, this book not only fills the gaps in dance studies, but also addresses broad issues of interaction between China and the West, ancient forms and socialist agenda, and regional traditions and national culture.” BAN WANG, William Haas Professor in Chinese Studies, Stanford University

EMILY WILCOX is Assistant Professor of Modern Chinese Studies in the Department of Asian Languages and Cultures at the University of Michigan, Ann Arbor.